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New Line of Highly Textured Dura Stone® Colors
Twelve New Colors in Designer Series™

TUCSON, AZ—July 5, 2007—ACS International, Inc.
releases a new line of Dura Stone colors, called the
Designer Series. This color series is designed to look
more like natural stone rather than appear like a synthetic
material. This was achieved through the use of ultra
translucent fillers, new component colors, and tighter
patterns than have ever been used previously.
“The new Designer Series of Dura Stone consists of
twelve granite effect colors dramatically different than
other colors in the current product line—or what is
offered by the competition” says Angela Kliever,
Director of Marketing for ACS International, Inc. Ms.
Kliever goes on to say that “The ACS color experts have
followed color trends across several industries in the
development of this new color line and we’re very
pleased with the results.”
Dura Stone solid surface fillers are used in residential and commercial applications including
counter-tops, bars, vanities, wall panels, tub and shower surrounds, rest room partitions, and
laboratory surfaces. Cast and then sanded to expose the chip definition.
About ACS
Established in 1988, ACS International, Inc. is a privately owned company located in Tucson,
Arizona. The facility includes crushing and blending equipment along with a comprehensive
laboratory, ensuring quality control and advancements in research and development in all our
product lines,. ACS manufactures a broad range of products including; GraniteFX™ textured
™
®
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silicone, Poly Stone spray granite, Dura Stone a solid surface filler, Poly Chips a solid surface
chip(s) component, Granite Fill 2000 a natural mineral based cast granite filler, Featherlite® an
ultra-light series of fillers. For more information, please contact ACS at 1-800-669-9214 or visit
www.acstone.com.
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